
 

PRESS RELEASE 
  

Chief Minister to talk ‘data’ with 

Canberra start-up Castlepoint Systems 
 

Canberra, 2 June 2020: ACT Chief Minister, Andrew Barr MLA, will join Castlepoint Systems CEO, 

Rachael Greaves tomorrow as guest speaker on the company’s webinar series that was inspired by 

the global pandemic, resulting in a situation that has changed almost everything about the way we 

live and the way we do business.  

 

Canberra tech start-up Castlepoint Systems uses Artificial Intelligence to classify entire company 

data against rules and regulations and applies appropriate lifecycle controls.   

 

The webinar series, launched in May, has so far featured a range of industry and government 

commentators to uncover the issues businesses should look out for, and the ways to mitigate risks 

to data and compliance obligations arising from the pandemic and subsequent downturn.  

 

Chief Minister Barr, responsible for the Territory’s successful response to COVID-19, will be fielding 

questions on data; how data assists in decision- and policy-making and how it impacted the way 

the ACT has handled and responded to the global crisis. Further, Rachael Greaves will explore what 

opportunities may have arisen for businesses and communities out of the many changes 

experienced due to the lockdown.   

 

The webinar featuring Barr will stream on Wednesday 3 June at 11am. Registration is free and can 

be accessed here: https://www.castlepoint.systems/resources/videos/ 

 

-ENDS-  

 

About Castlepoint Systems:  
 

Castlepoint is a software solution that manages all the information in an organisation’s 

business systems. It automatically registers every digital record regardless of location or format 

and uses Artificial Intelligence to classify it against rules and regulations (including secrecy 

provisions, privacy rules, and Records Authorities for example) and apply appropriate lifecycle 

controls. It acts as a single pane of glass to find, relate, manage, and audit every record in an 

organisation’s network, no matter what system it is stored in, and it does this without any 

impact on existing systems or users, and without complex rules engines. This allows 

governance teams to finally have a complete view across the whole environment, and to apply 

security, discovery and compliance processes to every single system from a single interface.   
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